
6.  What is the importance of the precision of the biblical language in
Matthew 1:15-16?

7.  What are the five sections of the Old Testament?

8.  Please explain “progressive revelation” and how that helps tie the
two testaments together.

9.  What are the five sections of the New Testament?

10.  What is the primary purpose of the gospels?

11.  What is the significance of the book of Acts?

12.  Why are the general epistles given that name?

13.  What is the trademark of all cults?

14.  What is our responsibility in relation to the Word of truth?

15.  When, and by whom, were chapter divisions added to the Bible?
\

16.  Who put the verse divisions in the Bible and when did he do it?

17.  Explain why the chapter and verse divisions can actually lead
to inaccurate understanding when looking at Matthew 16:27-17:2.

18.  What makes the bible such a miraculous book?

19.  What does Matthew 5:17-18 teach us about the accuracy of the
Bible?

20.  What’s wrong with the liberal and neo-orthodox view on the
Word of God?

21.Why did Diocletian’s edict fail?

22.  Finish this statement: “The Bible is not just a book among
books.  It is...”

23.  How many Old Testament prophecies of Christ were fulfilled
in His first coming?

24.  What was one of Daniel’s predictions concerning Jesus and how
many years before it happened did Daniel predict it?

25.  What did Scientists determine about special creation?



26.  What are other examples showing the accuracy of the Bible?

27.  Why is it a contradiction in terms to say you believe in Jesus but
don’t believe in the accuracy and authority of the Bible?

28.  As Pastor Bryan reads through Psalm 19:7-11 and jot down at least
one thing that this passage tells you about the word of God?  (You are
encouraged to return to this passage this week and write out a list of
everything that you learn about God’s Word from these few verses). 

A CD, DVD,  video, or cassette tape of this sermon is available.  Order
forms are located in any of the AV order centers in the church.

 GETTING THE BIG PICTURE
 Survey of The Bible

  The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning
and deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the sermon,
“Getting The Big Picture.”  All of the questions are answered as
the sermon is presented.  We hope that it will be a catalyst to
spiritual growth in your life.

1.  List some of the general facts about the Bible:

2.  What language was the Old Testament primarily written in?
Why?

3.  What was the other language that parts of the Old Testament
were written in?

4.  What parts were written in this other language and why?

5.  What language was the New Testament written in?  Why did
God choose to use this language?

**To help protect the quality of recording the sermon, we ask
that you quietly turn to the inside of this study guide.  Thank
you!  We appreciate your help. 
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